
INTRODUCTION

Multi logistic regression model (MLR

model) has been used to analyze the different

interdependent actors that impact the urban

densification(in-fill development).This will

facilitate the urban planners , policy makers

and the stake holders to ‘sense’, ‘design’

and ‘re-think’ planning for a sustainable

future.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

• Studying the evolution of Urban

densification across space and time.

• Understanding static and dynamic factors

which includes environmental, socio

economic, land use policies and

accessibility indicators.

• Identifying the potential driving factors

of urban densification.

• Analyzing the impact of these drivers on

the process of densification.

STUDY AREA

• Our study area comprises of Capital region

of Brussels, Flemish Brabant and Walloon

Brabant which represent a transitional

scenario of both highly densified urban

cores and peri urban areas.

• This area has been selected for it high

geographical and political importance. It

comprises of 3376 km2 of area which

makes up almost 11% of total area of

Belgium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSSION

• The results derived from our model shows that zoning

status plays a significant role in all density classes as

also pointed in Poelmans and Van Rompaey (2010)

work on Flanders.

• In 2000-2010, elevation is a negative determinant for

low density classes, whereas slopes is insignificant in

all the density class for both the periods signifying that

development in existing built up tend to occur in flat

terrain.

• Distance to residential roads have a positive

contribution to densification. Similarly, distance to

local roads has a positive impact on high density areas

showing a tendency of having a well-connected

neighborhood or a minimal work to home distance to be

favorable.

CONCLUSION
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• A MLR model, has been applied with

an aim to study the dynamic of urban

densification and the drivers

impacting the densification process

for the Brussels and its Brabant of

Belgium.

• The results shows that there is a

progressive increase of development

in existing built-up area of

metropolitan urban core due to the

various resources and opportunities it

provides.
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